Generic input template for cloud simulators: A case study of CloudSim
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Summary
Cloud computing and its service models, such as Platform as a Service (PaaS), have changed the way that computing resources are allocated to Information and Communications Technology enterprises and users. Although multiple cloud providers support dynamic service provisioning, it is necessary to facilitate the management of the cloud infrastructure and applications in order to allow the continuous refinement of cloud models. Therefore, issues are raised regarding the cloud orchestration, including the flexible portability and interoperability of cloud applications among multiple cloud providers. Having said that, there is a need for a standardized design and management of the cloud use cases (during the creation of scenarios, application’s deployment, and patching) to ensure efficient applications’ migration between different providers. This paper proposes an artifact, GITS, a generic input template for CloudSim and other cloud simulators. GITS can be provided by PaaS offering to manage the creation, monitoring, administration, and patching of infrastructure and applications in the cloud. GITS defines the cloud schema that can be used with conforming cloud models and independent cloud providers; thus, portability and interoperability can be enabled in PaaS cloud models. GITS focuses on the architecture-based modeling for cloud infrastructure and application not only in terms of computational resources but also in terms of high availability properties associated with infrastructure and applications. The main objective of the GITS template is to provide the cloud user with a modular, simple, readable, and reusable model that still supports the essential components and provide them with the ability to control the applications’ execution, deployment, and other management needs in addition to the allocation environment. This paper describes GITS usage, specifically as an input template for CloudSim.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, many enterprises are moving to the cloud to benefit from its applications’ availability, elasticity, pay-per-use basis, multitenancy, and resource provisioning. By leveraging the lightweight virtualization, the cloud infrastructure provides virtual machines (VMs) and containers to run multiple applications in private, public, or hybrid cloud environments.\(^1\)\(^,\)\(^2\) To leverage these benefits to the users, the cloud resources require well-defined orchestration (resource provisioning, dynamic configurations, interoperability, and portability) within the application domains. This orchestration can then facilitate the management of different application architectures/topologies (VMs, application's components, and their dependencies) on various cloud models (public, private, and hybrid).\(^3\) Having said that, cloud orchestration gives the cloud broker the ability to manage and control underlying physical resources and map them to the cloud applications to efficiently process the users' requests.\(^4\) Thus, it ensures a dynamic deployment of the cloud applications while satisfying the quality of service (QoS) requirements. However, there are different challenges that face cloud orchestration. This is due to the limited capacity of resources (CPU, memory, and network), sudden failures, overload, geographical constraints of the users and providers, and cloud providers' heterogeneity.\(^5\)\(^-\)\(^7\) The orchestration of cloud applications generally includes both resource allocation and coordination. Therefore, an efficient application's orchestration approach consists of different building blocks; this includes the need for a scheduling algorithm to map the cloud applications to their hosts while satisfying the performance and other QoS constraints. It also requires a well-defined description of the cloud infrastructure (data centers [DCs], its servers, their geographical locations, and computation resources and other performance-aware granularities), the application's structure (internal and external interactions), and their requirements/configuration settings (such as availability and performance needs).\(^8\)\(^-\)\(^10\) Since the main role of the orchestrator is to configure, deploy, and manage cloud applications, it is necessary to support cloud providers' heterogeneity and different provisioning algorithms and metrics. In other words, the dependability on different cloud offerings, including Application as a Service, requires a generic orchestration approach that can be easily customized based on the given cloud properties.\(^11\) Therefore, the orchestration should define the resources of various cloud models in a uniform, standardized, and platform-independent format to facilitate the applications' portability.\(^12\) Since availability is a critical challenge in large distributed systems, mainly cloud, it is necessary to take it into consideration when building a cloud orchestration solution.\(^13\)\(^-\)\(^16\) At this point, the paper focuses on one of the cloud orchestration's building blocks, which is the cloud infrastructure description and composition of applications. It defines a generic and unified description of the cloud infrastructure and application while satisfying the high availability (HA) requirements.

When it comes to evaluating different cloud orchestration approaches and ensuring that cloud services meet the QoS requirements, it is important to build a cloud model and simulation that can emulate real cloud behaviors (outages and execute repairing and recovery policies). Using the existing cloud platforms (ie, such as Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud) to model cloud services and execute different orchestration and performance-aware deployment policies is limited by their infrastructure and configuration setting. Therefore, templating and simulations can be the alternative to emulate the cloud behaviors. Discrete event simulators (DESSs) can be used in the modeling and assessment of the distributed systems.\(^17\) Multiple cloud-based DESSs allow for the modeling and simulation of cloud infrastructure and different scheduling policies, but they discard the design of a generic cloud template that models different scenarios while considering HA granularities. Therefore, using a swivel chair interface to create cloud scenarios that capture a given cloud system is a tedious and error-prone task.\(^18\)\(^,\)\(^19\) In this paper, we aim at providing this generic input template for cloud simulators (GITS) to facilitate and evaluate cloud orchestration solutions. GITS defines the cloud infrastructure configuration and application interoperable descriptions, including components, relationships, interdependencies, HA metrics, and computational and latency requirements. GITS facilitates the applications’ interoperability and automated orchestration across multiple cloud providers, thus creating cloud scenarios, ensuring configuration and model reusability, supporting availability, and minimizing error, time, and cost-to-value.

This paper provides a multilayer input template. At the frontend layer, a graphic modeling framework (GMF) project is designed to capture the above cloud model. The GMF generates an Extensible Markup Language (XML) file. In order to ensure data reusability, the XML file is inputted to the middle layer where a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) template is generated. This template captures the specifications and the availability features/attributes of a cloud model in a human-readable format. In the backend layer, the JSON template is mapped to a Unified Modeling Language (UML) class diagram. GITS is applied to CloudSim, one of the well-defined cloud simulators. Therefore, CloudSim is extended to include HA requirements and the hierarchical structure of the cloud infrastructure (DCs, racks, shelves, and servers) and cloud applications (application types and components). It is important to note that the proposed template can be easily mapped to any other cloud simulator while applying a few tuning steps to the transformation stage.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work for cloud-based orchestration approaches and the input templates for cloud simulators. Section 3 defines the motivation behind GITS, where it describes cloud orchestration, its challenges, and GITS motivation and its applications. Section 4 describes the GITS framework, where it presents GITS graphical and textual models, and the transformation algorithm to translate them to a data format that is understandable by CloudSim. Section 5 discusses GITS implementation in the cloud environment, specifically in CloudSim, the other encoding methods of GITS, and its performance. Finally, the conclusion and future work are discussed in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

This paper provides a generic description of a cloud model as part of the orchestration solutions and applies it to cloud simulators to facilitate the evaluation of these solutions before the latter’s readiness for the production phase. Therefore, this section discusses several literature studies that address the cloud application orchestration and define the cloud specification models for different simulation tools.9,20-25

2.1 Cloud-based orchestration approaches

One of the main aspects of the orchestration approach is to support the deployment of a cloud application given a certain infrastructure setting. In this case, the deployment solution should satisfy different functional (computational resources and latency) and nonfunctional (HA and service interdependency relations) constraints. For this reason, the orchestration needs to include these requirements in the physical resources and cloud applications’ component descriptions to ensure real-time monitoring and allocation solutions.26 Building a flexible cloud application management system also allows creating sophisticated and complex services based on existing ones. At that point, a developer does not need to design cloud applications and their associated composite services from scratch.27,28

Most of the existing open-source orchestration solutions are limited by the ecosystem of their cloud management platforms. Amazon Web Services (AWS) provide AWS CloudFormation as its proprietary orchestration approach.29 It provides a stack, JSON template that specifies AWS resources (Elastic Load Balancer instances and Amazon Relational Database Service instances). The template describes the resources needed to process certain applications, and it is managed as an entity. The AWS CloudFormation provisions resources and manages their creation, deletions, and dependencies. However, the template is a proprietary approach and ignores HA attributes and redundancy models.

OpenStack proposes Heat as their orchestration platform. Heat uses a templating approach, Heat Orchestration Template (HOT), to manage resource creation and management and facilitate portability between multiple cloud environments.30 The proposed template has a similar structure to the AWS CloudFormation templates and can be integrated with Puppet and Chef. Heat uses YAML files to define its template that supports autoscaling and some HA features, including instance logical grouping, services running in an instance, VMs, or individual instances. Although HOT supports some HA features, it discards the mean time to failure (MTTF), mean time to repair (MTTR), recovery time, and tolerance time as basic HA metrics. Furthermore, it does not describe redundancy models and interdependency between multiple application components. Lastly, it is restricted by its cloud management platform, OpenStack, and depends on its domain-specific language.

The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards proposes Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications (TOSCA).31 The latter is an industry-based standard developed to define and manage applications and facilitate their portability between different multiple cloud providers, thus minimizing vendor lock-in. Using an XML-based template, TOSCA describes the topology of application components and their interactions, provides an orchestration platform to manage application deployment, and supports interoperability. TOSCA defines topology as a graph with a set of nodes and relationships, with each assigned a type (inheritance, requirements, properties, and implementations). Business Process Model and Notation and Business Process Execution Language are used in TOSCA management plans, which depend on standard workflow settings. On the basis of OpenTOSCA,32,33 a cloud-based modeling tool, Winery, is designed to define cloud-based application topologies.34-36 Winery is a web-based graphical model that describes TOSCA cloud service topologies and management plans. Winery consists of a type and template management modules that create and modify components defined in TOSCA. It stores the information in a repository and uses the TOSCA packaging format to import and export them.35 Similarly, both TOSCA and Winery do not support HA features and redundancy relationships.
Carlson et al. proposed Cloud Application Management for Platforms (CAMP). CAMP is an approach that improves cloud interoperability over different cloud infrastructures. With CAMP, the authors were aiming at defining specifications that facilitate cloud application management. CAMP provides a self-service management application program interface (API) that allows a platform implementation layer to control application deployment and platform usage. Through its specifications, CAMP allows the creation of different services that can interact with other platforms, thus facilitating interoperability. Although CAMP aims at facilitating cloud portability, it discards the impact of interoperability on cloud applications' HA. It does not describe service interactions, redundancy models, recovery, and repair policies.

2.2 Input templates for cloud-based simulators

A simulation environment is needed to evaluate any cloud design and associated scenarios given a set of metrics (computational resources, service level agreement [SLA] requirements, and HA parameters). Simulation is an important way for the cloud to allow repeatable scenarios in a controlled environment. They can evaluate different cloud parameters, such as outage or security issues. In turn, the evaluation strategies can be used as filters for the failed approaches compared to others or for the approaches that do not meet the QoS. However, a simulation tool requires an input modeling or templating of a cloud system to ensure scenario reusability and system modularity and minimizes error associated during manual input model's generation.

Tian et al. proposed CloudSched, which is a Java-based simulation tool to evaluate the resource allocation for cloud-based applications. The tool consists of a graphical user interface (GUI) where the simulation setup and cloud scenarios are created. The specification of cloud scenarios does not follow any standardized format, which hinders the reusability of certain scenarios. The proposed GUI is simple and has restrictions on the number of physical machines and VMs, which limits its functionality in simulating real cloud systems. Although CloudSched provides a GUI to facilitate setup creations, it discards the need for data reusability. Additionally, it does not capture the cloud provider and user models and overlooks any HA attributes or application interactions. Filho and Rodrigues proposed a YAML document as a template to create scenarios to CloudSim. Although the YAML schema ensures simplicity and reusability, the proposed template is proprietary to CloudSim and does not capture any HA metrics. This proprietary hinders the applications' portability across different cloud simulators.

Wickremasinghe et al. provided CloudAnalyst, which is an extension to CloudSim. CloudAnalyst describes the cloud applications' workloads, DC resources, and traffic/DC geographical locations. With these features, the request response time, processing time, and other related measures are determined. CloudAnalyst consists of a Java-based GUI to create different cloud setups and a graphical output representation in table and chart forms. It also provides XML-based files to save simulation input data and results. Although CloudAnalyst supports XML files, it does not provide an input model template to minimize the error and time consumed by cloud users.

Jakovits et al. and Srirama et al. developed the Stratus cloud simulation framework. Stratus provides simulations of distributed cloud applications using bulk synchronous parallel models. The bulk synchronous parallel model consists of an iterative algorithm that ensures task parallelism. Stratus also provisions resources to allow for the scaling up and down of cloud scientific applications. However, Stratus does not provide an input template to facilitate the creation of cloud scenarios. It also overlooks the HA features of the cloud model. Guo et al. provided a service specification for simulating Software as a Service. The specification describes service-oriented and Software-as-a-Service setups, which generates a metamodel for simulated scenarios. Although the authors proposed a web-based GUI, they did not capture the HA metrics of different cloud elements. Moreover, the GUI does not support the reusability and repeatability features of the cloud scenarios.

While Balmer et al. proposed MATSim, a traffic simulator, Behrisch et al. provided the Simulation of Urban Mobility tool that can be modified to simulate cloud-based scenarios. Contrary to MATSim, the Simulation of Urban Mobility tool has a GUI, but both simulators use configuration files to import its input parameters and export its simulation results. In both tools, the cloud scenario discards HA characteristics, and its creation requires deep knowledge from the user to the configuration settings of the cloud system. In contrary, the GITS proposes a human-readable and HA-aware template.

While Citron and Zlotnick proposed a simulation and emulation approach to evaluate a cloud management environment, Calheiros et al. proposed EMUSIM, which is a CloudSim extension to leverage the automated emulation of a cloud system. The approach of Citron and Zlotnick emulates the cloud infrastructure and simulates their VMs based on different management, development, and deployment policies. As for EMUSIM, the simulator understands the behavior of the cloud application to extract its information and use it as an input model for CloudSim to enhance the
simulation accuracy. While both approaches aim at emulating the cloud application, they overlook the availability policy and its impact on the cloud application’s configuration and the simulator input model.

DynamicCloudSim extends the CloudSim simulator to model the dynamic changes, inhomogeneity, and instability in the performance of computational resources at runtime as well as the resource failure of the task execution.49 Fakhfakh et al extended CloudSim with CloudSim for Dynamic Workflow (CloudSim4DWf) to model the dynamic changes in the applications’ workflow during execution.50 For this purpose, CloudSim4DWf aims at including different resource provisioning approaches for dynamic workflows in the cloud. Both DynamicCloudSim and CloudSim4DWf can be used in parallel with GITS, but they discard the HA characteristics of cloud infrastructure and application, in addition to the absence of a generic template that would facilitate the automation of the cloud input model.

De Boer et al proposed an abstract approach to model the resource consumption, performance, and deployment of different cloud scenarios.51 Using the abstract behavioral specification language, the model can execute extensive simulations and predict the output of multiple load balancing, scheduling, or deployment policies. Zeng et al proposed IoTSim, which is an extension to the CloudSim simulator to model batch processing simulation.52 IoTSim is designed to automate the configurations of big data processing in the cloud environment. Piraghaj et al proposed ContainerCloudSim, as an extension of CloudSim that models the simulation of containers in a cloud environment.53 The authors demonstrated the scalability of the proposed extension in terms of the number of containers in a DC, but the simulator does not include a generic input model that would facilitate the evaluation of different simulations’ scenarios. GITS can be easily extended to support container architecture and complement ContainerCloudSim not only in terms of the input model template but also to execute HA policies on container deployment in the cloud.

In this paper, we distinguish our work from the previous initiatives by developing a generic input template as one of the building blocks of the cloud orchestration solution that can be used by any cloud simulator, mainly CloudSim. GITS has a graphical modeler where the Eclipse GMF model is created. In the middle layer, a Parser engine is developed to ensure the generation of a JSON-based template from XML-based files. The JSON template ensures the input models’ repeatability and reusability. It also captures the cloud environment from both the provider and user sides. It maps the cloud infrastructure with cloud applications using lightweight virtualization technology, VMs or containers. One of the main features of GITS is the HA-aware specifications. It describes the redundancy models of cloud applications, recovery/repair policies, interdependency between applications, MTTF, MTTR, and other HA metrics. With GITS, any cloud scenario can be created, which includes the needed infrastructure configuration files (resources and HA metrics) and the cloud application structure information.

3 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Kratzke et al have shown that the percentage of the proposed cloud orchestration (ie, standardization) solution has been decreasing due to the quick emergence of new cloud offerings compared to the pace of standardizing the existing cloud services.54 However, the European Commission has discussed the need for Open Standards in their interoperability platform mainly for the government services.55 Furthermore, the need for cloud standards, mainly in the public acquisition services, has been proposed by the United States National Institute of Standards and Technology and the United Kingdom Government Cabinet Office.56,57 To align with the continuous need for a well-defined orchestration solution with cloud standardization, GITS focuses on developing a unified cloud template model that would not only facilitate the service portability and platform-agnostic deployment solutions but also provide an HA-aware description as HA is now one of the key parameters for the success of any cloud-based solution.58-62 In this section, we discuss cloud orchestration and GITS contributions and its application.

3.1 Cloud orchestration

According to Fujitsu, a hybrid cloud is the new benchmark in the Information and Communications Technology area.63 However, many of these systems do not support cloud orchestration approaches.53 Cloud orchestration is gaining a lot of momentum nowadays as it is expected to perform and facilitate the deployment of various complex architectures of cloud services in different domains, including industry, e-government, and science.64

Cloud orchestration refers to the management, at the infrastructure and application levels, and the flexible deployment of the cloud virtualized resources while satisfying the operational objectives and QoS of the cloud providers and users. It provides visibility, monitoring, and control of the physical sources and software services while satisfying the
business requirements. It is necessary to note that cloud orchestration approaches can be implemented either at the cloud application (software) service level or at the cloud infrastructure (hardware) service level.65

- **Cloud application orchestration.** This case manages the cloud application’s components as executable instances that can interact with each other and with different applications. Each of these instances is associated with its physical host on which they will execute.

- **Cloud infrastructure orchestration.** This case orchestrates the computational resources of the cloud infrastructure (server’s memory, CPU, etc) in order to process the user’s requests and satisfy the SLA of the cloud provider. The orchestration approach can also allow dynamic workload reallocation due to sudden changes in the cloud model; thus, it can consolidate multiple physical cloud resources and reduce the operational costs.

In order to maintain the value and the need of cloud, it is necessary to deploy a dynamic cloud management approach that can scale up and down the resources, react to sudden changes/demands, and facilitate the standardized application's configurations and portability/interoperability between different cloud models. However, with the emergence of Big Data and Internet of Things (IoT), the challenges of cloud management and orchestration are not limited to the existing traditional architectures (client-server model) but are associated with the need for dynamic models. Additionally, the cost of managing cloud resources and applications is very high.66 Therefore, cloud orchestration approaches are critical needs to, first, facilitate an effective design and management of large-scale DCs and applications in the cloud and, second, to minimize the work of the information technology team to keep up with the SLAs and the needs of the rapidly changing technologies and business model.67

### 3.2 GITS contributions

This section addresses the different cloud issues and the corresponding contributions proposed by the GITS framework.

1. **Cloud-based application interactions**

   Cloud-based applications consist of multiple components that interact with each other due to dependency-redundancy relations. When modeling these applications, it is necessary to describe the interaction relations between their components and their dependency on the cloud infrastructure. In GITS, a component-based application is modeled to capture different redundancy and dependency relations among different components and their dependencies on a given cloud infrastructure.

2. **Cloud provider-user partition**

   Vendor lock-in is one of the challenges faced by users when choosing the corresponding cloud providers.68 Many cloud-based applications are provided and offered by the same vendors, such as the Google office suite application69 or the Salesforce Customer Relationship Management application.70 This creates user dependency on certain providers. Therefore, it is necessary to separate the cloud providers and cloud applications, which allows users to select the appropriate provider and application vendors. Besides, this partitioning allows the provider and the user to enlarge their customer numbers and share a standardized cloud provider-user template.

   GITS provides a well-defined cloud template that ensures a separation between the cloud provider and the cloud user while mapping them through a virtualization engine, where VMs/containers are instantiated according to a given allocation objective. The proposed template does not depend on certain technologies or cloud simulators.

3. **HA for cloud applications**

   The dependency on multiple cloud services does not only increase the number of customers but requires systems that are always available anytime and anywhere. Building a highly available cloud environment becomes inevitable. Although different HA-aware policies for cloud applications have been proposed,71 they are proprietary approaches, which hamper the application’s interoperability across different providers. Furthermore, the literature has many cloud simulations with predefined input models, but up to our knowledge, the literature does not propose an input template that captures availability metrics. These metrics include MTTF, MTTR, redundancy models, failover policies, and other HA attributes.72-76

   HA modeling is one of the main contributions of GITS. Different redundancy models, availability parameters, failure types, and HA middleware attributes are captured in the GITS template.

4. **Customization of applications**

   Cloud users have different functional and nonfunctional requirements on applications. In order to satisfy their needs, these applications should be well defined, modeled, and evaluated while considering modularity and
portability. Building a modular and portable template allows the cloud users to adjust the application to meet certain objectives and a given cloud infrastructure. Template customization requires prompt variability adaptation without violating application interactions. To ensure customization and modularity, generic cloud templates should be designed, which can run on any cloud environment.

The GITS template is generically designed to model cloud providers and applications. With the appropriate transformation algorithm, GITS can capture the input model of CloudSim and any other cloud simulator or environment.

5. Unique template for cloud management

Each cloud provider has its own APIs and tools to set up applications and infrastructures and provision them. It is necessary to define a rubric that describes the necessary attributes for a cloud provider-user management module. An architecture of a unification layer that syntactically and functionally unifies the APIs of different providers and their provisioning infrastructure is needed. This unification layer is the basis for describing the provider-independent provisioning scripts for applications.

GITS provides a generic specification that provides a unified view of requirements, parameters, and interactions between different entities of a cloud. This specification facilitates the description of management and provisioning unit for cloud infrastructure and applications.

Cloud applications currently are hosted in VMs and containers. These virtualization technologies can scale up and down based on the user needs. However, scaling the applications depends on a central information system, such as Netflix Eureka® and Kubernetes. GITS aims at modeling the application while taking these requirements into consideration. It models the cloud applications to facilitate the decisions of the applications' deployments while defining their dependencies. Thus, GITS initiates a database (DB) instance before creating an App instance since the latter depends on DB, ie, App requires a DB instance to function normally especially if the tolerance time of App is less than the recovery time of a DB instance.

Additionally, the GITS model can be integrated with various load balancer technologies and gateway APIs that exist in the cloud. For instance, GITS can support the Netflix cloud stack, such as Zuul® and Ribbon® load balancing, to generate decisions on routing the user requests to a specific application’s components.

3.3 Application of GITS

GITS can be used for different purposes.

1. Integration with the orchestration approach. GITS is used as a building block in the orchestration approach. In terms of the application stack, it exists on top of the orchestration manager, where the latter can collect updates on the cloud resources and services. It communicates with both the provider and orchestrator building blocks (provisioning, monitoring, and patching) to execute specific cloud scenarios and implement the corresponding placement algorithm. With GITS, generic configurations, different deployment scenarios, and QoS-aware policies can be implemented not only to support performance constraints but also to execute and evaluate multiple HA-aware deployment approaches.

2. Input model for different cloud deployment solutions in the simulator environment. As multiple placement solutions can be implemented in the cloud simulators, it is necessary to have a templating for generating multiple scenarios to evaluate these solutions. GITS replaces the “hard-coded” input of any cloud-based simulator, particularly CloudSim. GITS is applied on CloudSim since it is one of the most mature and well-developed cloud simulators. However, GITS can fit with the objective of any other cloud simulator while applying some tweaking to the transformation algorithm that maps a GITS scenario to the simulator input model. Before running any simulation, the user can use either the GITS textual or graphical model to input the cloud scenario while overlooking the mapping between the input model and the used cloud simulator. GITS will then execute the transformation algorithm to map the scenario to the CloudSim’s input format.

3. Support HA objectives. Although cloud computing provides benefits to different players in its ecosystem and makes services available anytime, anywhere, and in any context, many concerns arise as to the HA of cloud-based applications, where business is expected to be running in the occurrence of any disruptive incident or sudden failure. The absence of an application protection plan has a tremendous effect on business continuity and information technology enterprises. For example, Amazon has faced an outage due to a “human-typo” on February 28, 2017, which has affected many services and websites, including Quora, Sailthru newsletter provider, Business Insider, Slack filesharing, and various connected IoT hardware. Moreover, the number of active Facebook users, for instance, has grown to 1.5 billion, which requires an immune system to ensure data delivery anytime and anywhere. The International
Data Corporation expects that the IoT market will reach $1.7 trillion in 2020. This will cause a spurt growth in the cloud, and the key solution is to integrate HA-aware objectives in the cloud solutions. As a start point, GITS provides an HA-aware description and a hierarchical structure of the cloud infrastructure and application that would facilitate the execution of different HA-aware solutions (load balancing, elasticity, and failover).

4 | GITS FRAMEWORK

Generating scenarios for CloudSim and other cloud simulators requires knowledge in the development and simulator environment. It is not always the case that the cloud users are aware of the code needed to generate these scenarios. This can hinder the process of application deployment and cloud system evaluations because of the complexity challenges associated with cloud scenario creation. For instance, if cloud-based applications are deployed while considering the impact of the dependency relationship among them, a new code should be added, which reflects this interaction. This can be an exhausting task, which is not only an erroneous process but also requires prerequisite knowledge in the tool used.

With GITS, cloud brokers, providers, and users can easily create different sophisticated cloud infrastructure and applications with various topologies and structures. In other cases and due to sudden changes that might affect the cloud application performance (outage, malware, overload, etc), the applications might change its behavior. GITS also minimizes the exposure of cloud users to the development process and provides an intuitive way to generate any cloud scenario that depicts applications, infrastructure, and their interfaces. The objective of this template is to separate the cloud providers from the cloud users and ensure their mapping through a virtualization layer. In addition to performance metrics (computational resources and latency), modeling HA parameters allows considering the availability as an objective during cloud application deployment, where applications are mapped to the providers that protect them according to a given redundancy model and other related metrics.

Creating such a template is achieved using a UML model to build a cloud model, a JSON file to have a human-readable template, and, finally, a graphical interface to maintain the GITS user-friendly feature. In the following, we describe the details of GITS design.

4.1 | CloudSim simulator

CloudSim is a Java-based open-source framework for modeling, simulating, and evaluating cloud environments. It is proposed by the GRIDS laboratory and developed on top of SimJava, which is a DES. CloudSim is used to model cloud infrastructure (DCs and servers), cloud broker, cloud information system, and multiple time- and space-based allocation and scheduling policies. Besides, it models container/VM processing, including instantiation, provisioning, and destruction. With CloudSim, large cloud systems can be processed using different scheduling approaches, where VMs/containers are mapped to the hosts that satisfy their computational resources. Although CloudSim is a self-contained tool that models cloud architecture, it does not support the simpler creation of cloud scenarios. The latter is manually created or hard-coded, which can be a tedious and error-prone job. Therefore, in this paper, a generic input template is proposed that models cloud infrastructure and applications. This template can be easily tuned to model scenarios for different cloud simulators.

4.2 | Component-based architecture

Component-based architecture (CBA) provides well-designed complex systems with different methods, properties, and events. CBA decomposes the system design into logical or functional subsystems, where each compromises a specific partition of the whole communicating system. With this system abstraction, CBA allows designing the cloud models using software entities of commercial off the shelf offered by multiple cloud providers. Adapting CBA in building cloud templates ensures component reusability, replaceability, extensibility, and modularity. Each entity, known as a component, of the CBA encapsulates certain properties, methods, and behaviors that represent, for example, an element of the cloud-based model (application and infrastructure). For example, SaaS offers services as Internet-based applications, including multiple component-based applications. These applications communicate using a message exchange engine that is based on protocols, such as Web Services Description Language or the Simple Object Access Protocol. Different platforms can be used to build CBA, including JavaBeans, Common Object Request Broker Architecture,
Distributed Component Object Model,\textsuperscript{91} and Microsoft.NET. With component-based applications, the cloud can offer scalable, interoperable, and highly available services.

To this end, CBA can be adopted to design a generic template for cloud simulators, which aims at enhancing system quality, evaluation, and building scenarios from standard elements instead of redesigning the wheel. Additionally, it replaces the manual design of cloud entities through an automated generation of scenarios that can be parameterized according to a given cloud environment (provider and/or simulator objective).\textsuperscript{92} Thus, entities needed for particular application and infrastructure are instantiated from the proposed template. This describes a framework that includes the structural entities, methods, and parameters of the cloud system and the interconnection behaviors between its different elements. The main idea is to design an interoperable cloud-based template through well-defined connections that can be easily customized to meet a given cloud management system, such as OpenStack (HOT) and AWS Elastic Compute Cloud (CloudFormation template), and the associated SLA requirements.

4.3 | GITS UML model

The initial phase in designing a generic template for cloud simulators is abstracting the cloud through system modeling. The objective of abstract modeling is to define different cloud characteristics, faulty points, redundancy model, recuperation phases, and other availability and performance attributes. In this paper, a UML class diagram is used to provide an abstract view of the cloud model. The diagram can be partitioned into cloud infrastructure, cloud application, and virtualization layers. Figure 1 shows the Ecore model of the cloud UML diagram.

1. Cloud infrastructure

The cloud infrastructure consists of a DC network, where each DC has its computational resources (CPU and memory) and associated HA metrics, such as MTTF and MTTR. Each DC has one or many rack(s). Similarly, each rack is

![Diagram](image-url)
characterized by its available resources and HA attributes. Multiple shelves can be grouped in one rack, where each shelf has one or more server(s). Each server is defined through its resources and HA parameters. Each of these elements has other attributes defined in the class diagram to be used for designing and scheduling purposes.

2. **Cloud application**

The cloud-based application consists of multiple component types. Each type has multiple components, where one component is considered active, whereas the others represent the redundant ones. Each component type requires specific computational resources to be properly processed. These resources are captured as flavors in the proposed diagram. Flavors can be repressed as disk resources (disk size or speed), operating system specification, CPU requirements (core, cache size, speed), memory (RAM size or speed), and/or network (bandwidth or latency). Each component type has its own failure types that define failure scope (impact of component type failure), MTTF, MTTR, and recovery time.

Each component type consists of multiple redundant components, which forms a protection or redundancy group. Each group determines the number of active, standby, and/or spare components depending on the used redundancy model. In order to maintain HA, each component follows a sequence of operations during its life cycle. The state model of an HA solution is captured in the UML diagram. Figure 2 depicts the above component state model. During this life cycle, an HA orchestrator or middleware monitors the health of one or more components. Each orchestrator is characterized by a monitoring frequency and a response time. Upon failure detection, the faulty component is isolated and fails over to its redundant component(s). The failover time depends on the redundancy model (active/active, active/standby, or active/spare). Figure 3 depicts the impact of the redundancy model type on the failover time calculation. For instance, if the redundancy model is active/spare, the failover time is the summation of the instantiation time, fetch state delay, parsing state delay, recuperation duration, execution time, and termination duration. Each of these duration depends on the flavors of the component’s host. Each component type can interact with other types

![FIGURE 2](https://wileyonlinelibrary.com)  
High availability (HA) solution state model [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

![FIGURE 3](https://wileyonlinelibrary.com)  
Effect of the redundancy model on failover time [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
through dependency relation. A type can sponsor or depend on another type. A three-tier web application can be an example of cloud-based applications. A web application consists of a Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure server at the frontend, which processes user requests and forwards them to an App server. The latter generates the required content and, in turn, depends on the backend DB server that stores the users’ data. The communication between these different component types forms the functional path that a request should follow to be successfully processed. The dependency between different types is characterized by a delay tolerance that represents the allowed delay between them and a tolerance time that determines how much a dependent component can tolerate the absence of its sponsor(s). These metrics have an important role when selecting dependent and sponsor placements. Each component is associated with an SLA that determines the allowed outage time, average request arrival rate, recovery time objective, and other HA, performance, and scheduling attributes.

3. **Virtual mapping**

The applications’ components are mapped to the servers that can satisfy their computation needs, HA, and other performance objectives. Once the allocator finds the best server that can host a given application component, a virtual mapping is generated between the server and the component. The virtual mapping can be a VM or a container. This mapping forms the glue between the cloud provider and the user.

### 4.4 GITS JSON file

The UML class diagram provides an abstract view of the cloud model, but it does not ensure simplicity in scenario creation and repeatability. For this purpose, we use JSON to represent a cloud template. JSON is a simple, lightweight, human-readable, and universal representation language. JSON does not depend on the programming language type and can support multiple data types (numbers, arrays, objects, strings, Boolean, and null) and deep-level hierarchical data. Moreover, JSON has many extensions that enable cyclic relation implementation, such as dojo in the Dojo toolkit used in Google Content Delivery Network. To this end, we use a JSON data format to represent a readable and reusable cloud setting. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the JSON files for the cloud infrastructure, application, and virtualization layers.

The GITS JSON template consists of the following.

1. **Objective**

   It represents the data type that represents the goal behind using the template. It can be either evaluation or scheduling. In the case of the “evaluation” objective, the template is inputted to a cloud simulator, such as CloudSim, to evaluate certain application deployment in terms of availability or other performance. For this purpose, the template is populated with deployment information of a certain application, such as the hosts of the application components. In the case of the “scheduling” objective, the template is inputted to a cloud simulator to schedule the application components.

2. **Cloud infrastructure information**

   **DC, rack, and shelf.** It represents the DC, rack, and shelf details of a given cloud infrastructure. It includes the name (string type), Availability_zone (array of strings) that hosts its servers, FailureProperty (array of numbers) that represents its MTTF and MTTR, and FailurePropertyUnit (array of strings) that reflects units of MTTF and MTTR. If multiple DCs/racks/shelves hold similar characteristics, a “count” attribute can be defined to automate their generation and avoid repetition.

   **Server.** It represents the server details of a given cloud infrastructure. It includes the server name (string), Resources (array of numbers) that represents its computational resources, Availability_zone (string) that hosts it, HostingShelf (shelf object) that represents the shelf hosting the corresponding server, FailureProperty (array of numbers) that represents its MTTF and MTTR, and FailurePropertyUnit (array of strings) that reflects units of MTTF and MTTR. If multiple servers hold similar characteristics and reside on the same shelf, a Server_count can be defined to automate their generation and avoid repetition.

3. **Virtualization layer information**

   **VM.** It represents the VM details of a given cloud environment. It includes the VM name (string), Resources (array of numbers) that represents its computational resources, HostingServer (server object) that represents the server hosting the corresponding VM, and HostedComponent (array of multiple component objects) that represents the components hosted on this VM. HostingServer and HostedComponent properties are populated only if the objective is “evaluation.” Moreover, the VM includes FailureProperty (array of numbers) that represents its MTTF, MTTR, and recovery time and FailurePropertyUnit (array of strings) that reflects units of MTTF, MTTR, and recovery time.
Container. It represents the container details of a given cloud environment. It has the same characteristics as the VM except that the Host (server and/or VM object) represents the server hosting the corresponding container. As for the VM object, it is populated if the container is hosted on a VM; otherwise, it is null.
4. **Cloud application information**

*CompType*. It represents the component type details of a given cloud application. It includes the component type *name* (string), *Resources* (array of numbers) that represents its computational resources, and *ApplicationType* (string) and *AssociatedWorkload* (string) that determine the names of the component type application and workload. Additionally, the component type has *FailureProperty* (array of numbers) that represents its MTTF, MTTR, and recovery time and *FailurePropertyUnit* (array of strings) that reflects units of MTTF, MTTR, and recovery time. The interaction between component types is also reflected in the template. It has *RedundancyModel* (string) that determines the type of redundancy model (ie, active/active) and *RedParam* (number) that shows the allowed delay tolerance between the redundant components. It also has *DependsON* (array of multiple component type objects if applicable) that determines the sponsor(s) of the corresponding component type and *DepParam* (array of numbers) that shows the tolerance time of the corresponding component type and the allowed delay tolerance between the dependent components. The number of *DepParam* subarrays is the same as the size of *DependsON*. Finally, the *CompType* determines the number and the names of the components of the same type by populating *CompType_instances* (number) and *CompName* (arrays of strings).
Application. It represents the applications deployed in the cloud and has one property, ie, name (string).

Workload. It represents the workload details associated with each component. It includes the workload Name (string), the name of associated components, AssociatedComp (string), and a number of average requests, RequestAverage (number).

SLA. It represents the SLA details associated with application components. It includes the SLA name (string), allowed time per request, maxExecutionTimePerRequest (number), acceptable failure rate, maxFailureRate (number), allowed recovery time objective, recoveryTimeObjective (number), allowed outage time, totalAllowedOutageTime (number), average arrival number of requests, averageRequestArrivalRate (number), average number of users for each component, averageNumberOfUsers (number), and list of monitored components, CompName (array of strings).

HAMonitor. It represents the details of the HA monitor for application components. It includes monitor name (string), the frequency of monitoring, monitorInterval (number), reaction time to handle faulty node(s), reactionTime (number), and a list of monitored components, CompName (array of strings).

4.5 | GITS graphical interface

In GITS, it is possible to generate the cloud use cases not only using a textual format but also using a graphical format. In the latter case, users can create scenarios through a graphical interface that implements the syntax of the cloud model at the infrastructure and application levels. The graphical interface is the only interaction with the user, and the transformation of the scenarios to the proper data format of the used cloud simulator happens behind the scene. While the JSON template is a simple data representation and exchange format that constructs the cloud scenarios, the proposed interface allows the users to graphically build their cloud use cases with GMF interaction. With GMF, a graphical representation of a domain-specific language can be created and mapped to a graphical and textual concrete syntax.95

On the basis of the Graphical Editing Framework and the Eclipse Modeling Framework, a GMF project provides a model-driven process for developing graphical editors in Eclipse. It has a Model-View-Controller architecture that isolates the graphical interface from the domain model, which provides the diagram and domain model, permitting better quality, productivity, and design independency. Figure 7 shows the GMF overview. The required graphical editor has been created using model-to-model transformation and model-to-text transformation.

To generate the GITS graphical editor, a domain, tooling, graphical, mapping, and generator models are defined to build a functional graphical interface based on the GMF runtime.96 The domain model is based on an Ecore model of the above UML class diagram. Once the Ecore generator model is created, a graphical definition model is created, which defines the cloud nodes (DC, rack, server, component types, and other nodes) and the connections between these nodes (relationships...
defined in the Ecore model). When the cloud nodes and links are determined, the tool palette of the graphical editor can be created using the tooling definition model (TDM). The TDM describes the cloud elements, their names, and their descriptive icons in the editor palette. Figure 8 shows the GITS tool palette.

The domain model, the graphical definition model, and the TDM are combined to generate the mapping model. The latter is the base of a GMF diagram because it generates the mapping between the nodes, links, and corresponding icons. A successful mapping enables the generation of the desired GMF generator model that produces an extensible graphical diagram based on the GMF runtime. The latter is an industrial application framework that bridges the Graphical Editing Framework and the Eclipse Modeling Framework to create graphical editors. It provides reusable elements such as tool palette, connection handles, and element property menu. The GITS graphical editor is shown in Figure 9. It is a user-friendly interface where cloud elements can be dragged and dropped from the tool palette, and their corresponding properties and links are populated in the property panel. Once the cloud element properties and links are defined, the connections between them are generated automatically.

The GMF simplifies the development complexity of a GUI and reduces the maintenance and testing life cycle. It is simple to generate Java codes from the corresponding editor, and the model is stored as an XML file, a standard data exchange format.

4.6 | GITS transformation algorithm

GITS aims at generating a user-friendly, reusable, and interoperable cloud topology. For this purpose, the users populate the GMF editor with a cloud scenario, and the transformation algorithm ensures the mapping of the graphical scenario into a readable data format by the employed cloud simulator. In this paper, CloudSim is the cloud simulator that is extended with GITS. The transformation algorithm consists of multiple subalgorithms to map the graphical input model (using GMF) to the input format of the underlying simulator. Figure 10 shows the GITS transformation algorithm. This algorithm is the automation process that does not require any human intervention, and thus, the user does not need deep knowledge of any language of the simulator input.

The transformation algorithm uses the concept of object modeling and different modules to execute the parsing from GMF to JSON. It then maps the JSON template to the object instances of the cloud-based UML model. Once the instance of this model is populated, it can then be mapped to the input format of any cloud-based simulator. This transformation process executes a library file that will be imported to any cloud simulator’s building environment to populate the cloud scenarios. To achieve the data transformation, the details of the different transformation subalgorithms are as follows.

1. **GMF2JSON**

   The model generated by the graphical editor can be stored as an XML file. Studies have shown that the JSON files can be efficiently parsed in comparison to XML, and it can replace the XML as the data exchange format used in web applications. Figure 11 shows the GMF2JSON transformation. Once the XML file is generated, it is inputted to an
XML-JSON parser to generate the desired JSON template discussed above. A document object model parser is used to create the document builder and examine the nodes, links, and attributes. Jackson 1.x is then used to convert the generated Java objects into JSON data format. In order to create the above JSON template, a mapper algorithm is used to implement the preferred JSON data structure. To this end, the graphical model is transformed into a user-readable and reusable data format.

2. **JSON2UML**

In this section, the JSON template is mapped to the above UML class diagram. Using Papyrus, an open-source UML tool is used to build the cloud UML model. The JSON template is used to populate an instance of the UML model. The objects in the JSON file are mapped to Java objects and then mapped to the cloud objects defined in the UML diagram. Figure 11 shows the GMF2UML transformation.

3. **GITS2CloudSimInput**

The GITS library file is used to populate the CloudSim input. The JSON template and the library file are inputted to the CloudSim building environment. The CloudSim input can then be populated using the given template. The CloudSim DCs and hosts are populated from the GITS DC and server information. As for the application level, CloudSim does not model the cloud applications, but it captures the VM/container generation. CloudSim is extended to model the cloud applications and their components. The latter is populated from the applications and their component type data defined in GITS. The VM/container in CloudSim is populated from the GITS VM and container information. As for the other data, such as the SLA and HA monitor, their associated information can be accessed by any scheduling or allocation policy to evaluate certain deployment in terms of performance or availability intentions. Since CloudSim does not support any HA algorithms (failover, redundancy, etc), some of the template parameters are...
not used. However, the template and the GITS library file can be imported to any cloud simulator that supports performance and/or HA objectives, and the simulator input model is populated accordingly. It is important to note that the library file and the JSON template of GITS will be available upon request.

5 | GITS DISCUSSION: A CASE STUDY OF CLOUDSIM

This section discusses the implementation and performance of GITS in a cloud environment, particularly CloudSim.
Cloud computing is one of the enablers of network function virtualization (NFV) technologies. GITS can be used to represent the NFV platform, where it can define the different components of the platform and represent different relationships among NFV components, i.e., virtual network function components, to form the service function chain. To support the different cloud-enabled emerging platforms, GITS is designed to support different tools, including Java and multiple autoparsing methods. GITS can then search for dependency between the components of the underlying scenario and then map the JSON to the simulator input using different libraries, Apache XML and Jackson, to represent the application structure. Given this generation process of the simulator input, GITS can support any type of cloud-enabled platform including NFV.

5.1 GITS implementation in cloud

Cloud computing is one of the enablers of network function virtualization (NFV) technologies. GITS can be used to represent the NFV platform, where it can define the different components of the platform and represent different relationships among NFV components, i.e., virtual network function components, to form the service function chain. To support the different cloud-enabled emerging platforms, GITS is designed to support different tools, including Java and multiple autoparsing methods. GITS can then search for dependency between the components of the underlying scenario and then map the JSON to the simulator input using different libraries, Apache XML and Jackson, to represent the application structure. Given this generation process of the simulator input, GITS can support any type of cloud-enabled platform including NFV.
5.2 | GITS as a case study of CloudSim

GITS is designed to facilitate the process of generating and evaluating different cloud scenarios. Its objective tends to minimize the implementation complexity and give the user the freedom to focus on designing algorithms to enhance and address different cloud challenges, such as scalability, availability, security, and other SLA requirements. With the era of Big Data, IoT, and NFV, the cloud is considered the enabler of such technologies, and thus, the automation of any configuration in the cloud is a necessity.

In order to show the GITS interface, this section provides an example of using GITS to create a three-tier web application. The Amazon web application can be an example. The web application consists of an active Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure server, App logic, and a DB, as shown in Figure 12. Each of these component types is backed up with redundant component(s). The functional and protection chains between different component types are also captured as links between different nodes. The MTTF, MTTR, and recovery time are the HA measures of application components (VMs), failure, and recovery times.

Note that the availability $A_C$ of an application’s component $C$ is calculated as follows, where 8760 is the number of hours per year:

$$A_C = \left( \frac{8760 - \text{downtime}_C}{8760} \right) \times 100.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

GITS can then be used to facilitate the creation and evaluation of different HA-aware policies for applications’ deployments in the cloud as the following scenarios.

- Assess different HA-aware placement techniques.
- Execute different HA policies to examine the resiliency of a given cloud model.
- Support multiple HA-aware analyses of cloud applications’ deployment approaches. With the data defined in GITS configurations, this analysis will not only detect failures and execute their corresponding recovery solutions but also determine the availability of a cloud system under different stochastic incidents (failure, overload, etc).
- Assess the impact of redundancy models and failure injection times to extract HA-aware lessons.

GITS is implemented in Eclipse on a Linux VM running Ubuntu 12.04. In order to generate cloud scenarios in GITS, the user should define either the JSON template or the GMF project. The results are evaluated on a network of two DCs, two racks, and six servers. For evaluation purposes, each DC has a rack with two shelves and three servers. Following the cumulative distribution function generated in the work of Garraghan et al., the repair times of the DCs/racks/servers can be generated using a lognormal distribution, ranging from 15 seconds to 4 days. Similarly, the failure times of the DCs/racks/servers can be generated using a Weibull distribution, ranging from 576 to 696 hours. As for the cloud application’s components, the repair and failure times follow lognormal and Weibull distributions, ranging from 25 minutes to 8 days for repairing and from 380 to 450 hours for the failures, respectively. Table 1 shows the GITS resources’ configuration, where the VMs are configured in different instances (small, medium, large, etc).

The GMF is designed using the Eclipse modeling tool, Kepler version. In the following, we create cloud scenarios using GITS, test it in CloudSim, and discuss the steps to map GITS to other cloud templates. Figure 13 shows a sample of the cloud scenario generated using GITS GMF.

1. **Cloud scenario creation**

   The GMF project is run as a Java application to create a cloud example, but the user can populate the JSON template directly as well. The cloud infrastructure consists of two DCs, each characterized by computational resources and
TABLE 1  Computing metrics of the generic input template for cloud simulator evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario Metrics</th>
<th>Server</th>
<th>VM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU (cores)</td>
<td>16-32 cores</td>
<td>1-2 core(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>25-35 GB</td>
<td>256-1024 MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CPU, central processing unit; VM, virtual machine.

FIGURE 13  Generic input template for cloud simulator cloud scenario. DC, data center; DB, database; HTTP, Hypertext Transfer Protocol; VM, virtual machine [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

availability metrics (MTTF in hours per year and MTTR in seconds). The availability zone is “Z1,” which means that all the servers of this DC are located in the availability zone “Z1.” The DC_count is one indicating that only one DC with specified attributes is created. Similarly, the rack is populated with resources and HA features, and each rack should determine its DC. Each of these racks has two shelves, and each shelf has three servers. The server has CPU (cores), RAM (MB), and storage (GB).

In this example, a VM is used to represent the virtual mapping between the cloud infrastructure and the cloud applications. Since the objective of this scenario is “scheduling,” the hosting server and the hosted component of the VM are populated as “Null.” These properties are populated after triggering an allocation policy of the cloud applications.

The cloud application consists of the HTTPS component at the frontend, App logic, and DB at the backend. The App server sponsors the HTTPS, and consequently, the HTTPS component type has the DependsOn property as “App” and DepParam are populated with the corresponding tolerance time and delay tolerance. The same applies to the App component type. Since DB does not have sponsors, its DependsOn and DepParam are “Null.” Each of these types has a
redundancy model to back them up upon failure. The redundancy relation is described using `RedundancyModel`, `RedParam`, `CompType_instances`, and `names`. Each component type has its own workload characteristics. It is monitored by an HA middleware and follows an SLA.

If the user describes the cloud scenarios using GMF, the transformation algorithm, which consists of GMF2JSON, JSON2UML, and GITS2CloudSimInput, is triggered to automate CloudSim population. If the user describes the cloud scenarios using the JSON template, the transformation algorithm, which consists of JSON2UML and GITS2CloudSimInput, automates the CloudSim population.

The described cloud example is tested in CloudSim. GITS does not only simplify scenario creation and model repeatability, it also captures HA properties, including redundancy models and HA metrics. We have extended CloudSim to include these HA features and an HA-aware allocation policy. In the extended CloudSim, application components, their dependents, and redundants are modeled. Therefore, the GITS template is evaluated using the extended CloudSim since it supports the application and HA modeling. Figure 14 shows the successful completion of simulation using the above GITS scenario. As seen in Figure 14, each component is hosted on a VM. The extended CloudSim supports the functional chaining; therefore, multiple cloudlets can be created on a VM. The finish time of the processed cloudlet is the start time of the waiting cloudlet in the queue. As the simulation time increases, more cloudlets (requests) are created to model the requests being processed by the application components.

The CloudSim input model is graphically and textually designed as a readable and reusable scenario. CloudSim users do not require experience in the simulator environment and can focus on the simulator features and scheduling extensibility to design solutions that overcome other cloud challenges.

2. **GITS encoding**

GITS uses JSON as the data exchange schema to define a cloud model. However, this schema can be easily mapped to another encoding format, such as XML and YAML files. Figure 15 shows the JSON2XML translation. This ensures the ability to use this template not only for CloudSim input, but it can also be adapted to other cloud providers, simulator, and cloud management systems, such as OpenStack Heat. Heat is an orchestration service for OpenStack that uses a template mechanism and controls cloud resource groups.

In order to translate GITS to other cloud templates (OpenStack HOT), some key points should be considered.

It is not necessary to use GITS as the base Heat data exchange scheme because the proposed template of Heat can be translated to/from GITS.

- The GITS template can be reshaped to meet the standards of HOT. For example, when assigning server resources, a mapping can be generated between resource number and resource description in HOT (tiny, small, medium, and large instances).
- Multiple JSON-YAML parsers can be adopted in the GITS-HOT translator.

**FIGURE 14** Generic input template for cloud simulator scenario in CloudSim
It is also necessary to determine the relation between stack and OpenStack resources because each module (Nova, Cinder, and Compute) requires different properties defined in the stack parameter section.

The encoding method of a cloud model can be easily modified to meet certain cloud systems. As long as the template captures the properties needed to manage cloud infrastructure and applications, the translation method can be straightforwardly implemented.

5.3 | GITS performance

GITS can model any multilayer application to be executed in the cloud environment. It can reflect the different relationships between the applications' components while minimizing the mapping complexities. GITS is generated as a library with size of approximately 3 MB. This file can be added to the building environment of any cloud-based simulator. Given the small size of GITS, it does not only save on the memory of any solution but also facilitates the application autoscaling, adding dependencies between components, and executing different redundancy models and other HA-aware policies. Additionally, GITS can be used with different service registrars, including Kubernetes and Netflix Eureka. Given this 3-MB library file, GITS can represent more than 10,000 records of servers and application components. In the proposed template, a user can either use the “count” variable to generate a set of servers, DCs, racks, shelves, and application components of the same characteristics or include a recursive function to generate the infrastructure and application of different types/resources.

In terms of the transformation algorithm, it consists of different parsing modules. Using Eclipse memory analysis, Figure 16 shows the memory consumed when executing the GITS transformation algorithm to generate its JAR library that can be used in CloudSim. The algorithm uses Hashmap because it has a high load factor. In other words, the higher is the load factor, the less memory space is consumed. This characteristic aims at supporting the scalability requirement of the cloud environment, especially with the era of Big Data and IoT where any node or subnode of the cloud model can be accessed without the need to an iterative script.

Table 2 shows the need for GITS to facilitate the creation of input models for CloudSim. Different attributes are compared for creating cloud scenarios of CloudSim with and without GITS. The comparison is done according to the middleware used to model the desired scenarios, the programming abstraction, model generality, scalability, repeatability,
implementation complexity, and support of cloud services. In terms of the programming abstraction, the user can generate the input template using JSON and add it with the GITS JAR library to a CloudSim environment; the corresponding scheduling or allocation algorithms would run them without adding any changes to the CloudSim environment. It is necessary to note that the developer/user does not need to do any changes to the transformation algorithm in GITS as it is executed in the JAR file; the user/developer has only the task of defining the cloud scenario in JSON and saving this template to a CloudSim workplace. If the user needs to test availability in CloudSim, she/he should extend CloudSim with HA-aware placement. In terms of the modeling generality, GITS can model any kind of multitier cloud application with any infrastructure topology.

In terms of the implementation complexity, GITS can be easily used to create any cloud scenario using either its textual or graphical model while ensuring the scenarios’ reusability and repeatability to evaluate or reassess any QoS policies. In terms of the scalability, the generality and dynamic characteristics of GITS allow the scaling up and down of cloud applications and infrastructure due to overload, failure, or sudden change in the cloud model. In terms of the support of cloud service, GITS can support the modeling of Everything as a Service and does not only evaluate different scheduling and deployment models but also assess HA policies and availability-aware placements of cloud applications.
To emphasize the need for GITS especially on HA-aware objectives, it is tested on our HA-aware extension of CloudSim, ACE. ACE extends CloudSim with an HA-aware placement solution, failure injection, load balancing, and recovery/repair modules. The HA-aware placement algorithm generates deployments of the applications’ components on the servers while maximizing their availability. Figure 17 shows the components’ availability of the three-tier web application. As GITS has extended CloudSim specification with availability metrics and a hierarchical structure of the cloud infrastructure and applications, we are able to execute ACE and implement different HA-aware solutions.

6 | CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The design of a cloud template that provides simplicity, understandability, repeatability, and interoperability is a paramount step in cloud design to fully exploit its benefits. To this end, it is necessary to define a CBA that describes the cloud infrastructure and application parameters and enables application configurability between different cloud platforms. This architecture leverages the challenge of cloud scenario development, testing, and maintenance. Therefore, in this paper, we proposed GITS to enable the above features and reduce the complexity of understanding different cloud technologies. GITS provides a standard interface and tool that facilitates the cloud management solutions (performance and deployment). It supports availability consistency and templating that can be used with any model to ensure compliance with the HA requirements and cloud structure. GITS allows microsegmentation that improves the HA modeling through its granular and generic design, where applications can be easily scaled up or down given the cloud profile. GITS also offers portability of workload, thus providing the user with the freedom to run a cloud application in the appropriate cloud profile and minimizing the impact of the vendor lock-in issue. Lastly, GITS is mapped to CloudSim using a transformation algorithm, but it can be easily translated to fit any cloud simulator or cloud management input. In the future work, GITS will be extended to include a reporting tool to allow the users to collect, consolidate, analyze, and report availability results, performance trends, application’s deployments, and utilization measures.
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